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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Mechanism Design is the algorithmic component of Game Theory, the  synthesis of protocols for 
selfish parties to achieve certain properties. A protocol is a me thod  to aggregate the preferences 
of the parties in order to decide on some "social choice," where typical examples include: deciding 
whether  a community  should build a bridge, how to route  packets in a network and deciding who 
wins an auction. Each par ty  has a utility function which expresses how much it values each possible 
outcome of the protocol. The goal is to design a protocol where the winning strategies achieve the 
social choice. Recently Mechanism Design has received at tent ion by computer  scientists in light of 
the above applications, see [19, 20]. 

An important  result in Mechanism Design is the  Revelation Principle that  essentially states 
that  if there is a game with dominating strategies achieving a given social choice function, then 
there is a mechanism where the parties simply report  their  t rue  util i ty functions. The resulting 
protocol is therefore: each par ty  send in.formation about  its utility function to a center. The center 
then decides on the outcome of the protocol based on the  parties '  reports.  It is often assumed 
that  the center can be t rusted by the parties, but  this might not always be true, especially in an 
Internet  environment.  The revelation principle might not  be applicable if the  center is corrupt and 
misuses the t ru thful  bids it receives. Privacy is therefore essential in order to ensure the center's 
credibility. This problem was stated by Varian [23] as follows: "Even if current information can be 
safeguarded, records of past behavior can be extremely valuable, since historical data can be used to 
estimate the willingness to pay. What should be the appropriate technological and social safeguards 
to deal with this problem?" 

Cryptography deals with preserving the secrecy and integrity of da ta  in computer  and communi- 
cation systems. An exciting topic of cryptographic research in the last two decades is secure .function 
evaluation (see [6] for an introduction).  For any function f ( x l ,  x 2 , . . . ,  xn) it is possible in principle 
to construct  a protocol that  allows a group of n parties, where par ty  i has as its private input 
ai, to jointly evaluate f(o~l, a 2 , . . . ,  an).  Following the  protocol the  parties learn f(c~l, a 2 , . - . ,  c~n) 
but  no par ty  i can learn about  the other inputs {a j} j¢ i  more than  can be computed from ai and 
f (o~1, a2, • • • O~n). 

Given t h a t  any mechanism can be considered as an evaluation of a function of the utility 
function, it is tempt ing to t ry  and use such a secure evaluation protocol in order to eliminate the 
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trusted center assumption. However there are number of issues that must be resolved before secure 
function evaluation and mechanism design can live happily ever after: 

• Protocols for secure function evaluation are rather complex and require a lot of interaction 
between the parties. 

Complexity of mechanism: since the secure function protocol has to emulate the center in 
some insecure protocol, the computational complexity of the mechanism (in some model) may 
be a significant factor in the applicability of these results. 

• Conditions of security: all constructions are secure as long as a certain coalition of the parties 
does not collude maliciously. This must match the reality of the application. 

Stability notions: in a cryptographic setting there is a small (hopefully negligible) probability 
that things will go wrong, e.g. the adversary will guess the secret key. The stability notions 
such as domination and Nash equilibrium must reflect this relaxation. 

In this tutorial we will survey the cryptographic techniques and architectures for implementing 
protocols for Mechanism Design and examine their applicability and versatility to the problems of 
Mechanism Design. We will also see what changes have to be made in the equilibrium notions to 
make them relevant to a cryptographic setting. 

2 Cryptographic  Tools 

We now describes some cryptographic tools that are used in the construction of protocols for 
secure function evaluation. In particular we use two types of cryptographic tools: pseudo-random 
functions, and Oblivious Transfer. 

2.1 P s e u d o r a n d o m n e s s  

In the cryptographic context pseudorandomness means indistinguishability ~om random by any 
feasible test. I.e. two ensembles A and B are indistinguishable if no test executed by a polynomial 
time machine can distinguish with non-negligible advantage whether the input it received came 
from A or B. 

P s e u d o - r a n d o m  Functions and P e r m u t a t i o n s :  A pseudo-random function is one that cannot 
be distinguished from a truly random one by an observer who is given access to the function in 
a black-box manner. I.e. there is a function FK specified by a short key K and the observer can 
only access the function FK by adaptively specifying inputs and getting the value of the function 
on these inputs. See [7, 5, 14] for precise definition and various constructions. 

Implementat ion  of  P s e u d o - r a n d o m  Pr imi t ives :  A common working assumption is that one 
can model block ciphers (such as AES, or triple DES), or keyed one-way hash functions (such as 
HMAC), as a pseudo-random function. Therefore the function FK(x) can be implemented by keying 
a block cipher with the key K and encrypting x, or keying a hash function with K and applying 
it to x. Under such an assumption the evaluation of a pseudo-random function at a given point 
is then considerably cheaper than a typical public-key operation such as RSA. The latter typically 
involve modular exponentiation over large domains. 
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Table 1:1-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer 

2 .2  S i m u l a t i o n  

One of the important  notions investigated in modern  cryptography is tha t  of simulation. A protocol 
is deemed secure if for any possible adversary there is a simulator tha t  outputs  similar or indis- 
tinguishable distributions to the adversary's ones. The best known example of simulation based 
security are zero-knowledge proofs [10, 8]. These proofs are important  in making sure that  parties 
do not stray from their prescribed protocol. 

2 .3 O b l i v i o u s  T r a n s f e r  

Oblivious Transfer (or OT) is a type of protocol, first suggested by P~bin  [21], where one party (the 
sender) has some input  and the other par ty  (the chooser) learns some aspect of  the information 
without 'hinting' which aspect of the information was transferred. More specifically, the following 
two-party protocol is known as "l-out-of-2 Oblivious Transfer" 1. The  protocol involves two parties, 
a S e n d e r  that  knows two secret values ( r n o , m l l ,  a n d  a Chooser  whose input  is a E {0, 1}. At the 
end of the protocol the  Chooser learns m a while learning nothing about  m l - a ,  and the Sender 
learns nothing about  a.  This is summarized in Table 1. Similarly, it is possible to define 1-out-n 
OT, where the sender has n secret values. 

OT is an essential and sufficient component of secure function evaluation protocols. There are 
several reasonable implementations of OT protocols. They  are all based on public-key operations. 
However, it turns  out  that  performing 1-out-n OT is not much more expensive than  1-out-2 OT 
[16, 17]. 

2 .4  S e c r e t  S h a r i n g  

Suppose that  we have some definition of legal subsets of users tha t  are allowed certain information. 
for example, consider the k-out-of-n threshold construction, i.e. all subsets containing at least k 
users. Secret sharing is a way to split a secret s into n shares such that:  

• From any given subset of the shares corresponding to a legal subset of users it is possible to 
reconstruct  the original secret s. 

• But if the shares do not contain a legal subset, then  no information about  s is leaked from 
the corresponding shares. 

For the k-out-of-n threshold a good implementat ion is via polynomial  interpolation. 

1The notion of 1-out-2 oblivious transfer was suggested by Even, Goldreich and Lempel [4] as a generalization of 
Rabin's "oblivious transfer" [21]. 
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